Existing open set classifiers distinguish between known and unknown inputs by measuring distance in a network's logit space, assuming that known inputs cluster closer to the training data than unknown inputs. However, this approach is typically applied post-hoc to networks trained with cross-entropy loss, which neither guarantees nor encourages the hoped-for clustering behaviour. To overcome this limitation, we introduce Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) loss. CAC is an entirely distancebased loss that explicitly encourages training data to form tight clusters around class-dependent anchor points in the logit space. We show that an open set classifier trained with CAC loss outperforms all state-of-the-art techniques on the challenging TinyImageNet dataset, achieving a 2.4% performance increase in AUROC. In addition, our approach outperforms other state-of-the-art distance-based approaches on a number of further relevant datasets. We will make the code for CAC publicly available.
Introduction
Many practically relevant applications require the deployment of trained models for visual perception under open set conditions, where object classes unseen during training can be encountered [4] . This is especially true for applications in autonomous systems, driverless cars, and robotics. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been shown to degrade in performance under open set conditions, tending to misclassify unknown inputs as a known class with high confidence [1, [5] [6] [7] . This has raised serious concerns about the safety of using CNNs in open set environments [8] -particularly on autonomous systems where perception failures may lead to serious consequences [7, 9] .
The concept of open set recognition was introduced to extend object recognition to open set environments [4] . An open set classifier is expected to identify whether an input belongs to a known or unknown class, while maintaining the (a) Training data.
(b) Network trained with cross-entropy loss.
(c) Network trained with our proposed CAC loss. Grey regions: recognised as unknown. Fig. 1 : Consider a binary classification task with the training data shown in (a). A network trained with cross-entropy loss achieves high classification accuracy, but confidently classifies areas of input space far from the training data as a known class ((b)-left). In addition, it's logit space ((b)-right) does not exhibit the unimodal clustering behaviour assumed by current distance-based open set methods [1] [2] [3] . In contrast, a network trained with our CAC loss produces tight clusters in the logit space ((c)-right), while still maintaining high classification accuracy. When combined with our distance-based measure, our network is able to identify areas of input and logit space falling far from the training data as unknown (grey regions in (c)-left and middle). classification accuracy of a closed set classifier. In this paper, we propose a new distance-based loss that achieves state-of-the-art performance for distance-based open set classification. Many recent open set classifiers model the distribution of known training data in the final layer, or logit space, of a CNN [1] [2] [3] . At test time, inputs that fall far from all known class distributions are considered to belong to an unknown class, as illustrated in Figure 1 . While distance-based measures are a promising approach for open set classification, current methods typically apply this idea post-hoc to networks trained as closed set classifiers with cross-entropy loss [1] [2] [3] . This is problematic, as cross-entropy loss does not use a distance-based metric and thus does not encourage (nor guarantee) the clustering behaviour these methods seek to exploit. On the contrary, for complex datasets, the known training data may be widely spread across the logit space, form multiple clusters per class, or form clusters with shapes that are difficult to model, as illustrated on a simple example in Figure 1 . These detrimental effects can negatively influence the open set performance of existing methods.
In this work, we introduce the Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) loss. CAC is a distance-based loss function that explicitly encourages the training data to form tight clusters around fixed, class-specific anchor points in the logit space, while maintaining large distances to all other class anchors. Our paper makes the following contributions:
1. We show that training with a distance-based loss is highly beneficial to open set classification when using a distance-based measure to distinguish between known and unknown inputs during deployment. 2. We introduce the concept of class anchors in logit space as an effective and simple strategy to train distance-based open set classifiers.
A novel combination of distance-based loss terms is formulated as the Class
Anchor Clustering loss and is shown to reach a new state-of-the-art open set classification result on the complex TinyImageNet dataset. 4. We demonstrate that replacing the cross-entropy loss with CAC during training maintains closed set performance, while significantly increasing open set performance. 5. We show that CAC is not sensitive to the choice of its two hyperparameters.
Related Work
Open set classification was introduced to extend closed set classification to a more realistic scenario, where not all testing classes are assumed as known during training [4] . It was formalised as the task of minimising open space risk, the portion of classification space that is labelled as 'known', but lies far from any known training data [4] . Related areas, such as out of distribution and novelty detection, exist in the literature as relaxed forms of open set classification where known and unknown classes are from different distributions [6] or multi-class classification is not required [10] . For this work, we focus specifically on open set classification.
Early work on open set classification involved SVM-based approaches to model the known areas of a feature space [4, 11, 12] or distance-based approaches, such as Nearest Neighbor, to identify outliers [13] . These approaches rely on feature engineering and therefore do not scale to complex image datasets. As deep learning gained momentum in the computer vision community, recent work has moved towards open set classification with CNNs.
OpenMax was one of the first CNN-based open set classifiers, using the network's final layer's logits, or logit space, as the classification space containing open space risk [14] . A Weibull distribution (often used in Extreme Value Theory [15] ) is used to model the distance from known class mean activation vectors to true positive training points [14] . At test time, an input's distance to each known class mean is combined with its softmax score to provide final class confidences [14] . We refer to this as a 'distance-based' approach, where a distance measure is used to decay the class confidences for inputs falling far from the known class means and thus minimise open space risk. Another early CNN-based open set classifier performed open set text classification by using a sigmoid final layer and class-specific Gaussian fitting [16] , however, this work fails to consider unknown inputs that may have logit activations greater than the known training data.
Several following works employed 'known unknown' data to augment the training dataset, either using the data to improve the feature representation for distance-based measures [3, 17] or to bound the known classification space with an 'other' class [18, 19] . Both [3] and [18] utilise generative networks to synthesise realistic 'known unknown' data points. In [19] , atypical training samples from the existing training data are treated as 'known unknowns', whereas [17] uses unrelated auxiliary datasets.
Other recent open set classifiers use combined classifier and autoencoder network architectures [2, 20] . In [2] , OpenMax (a distance-based approach) is applied to the classifier logit space and auto-encoder latent space, with the additional reconstruction-learnt features improving the overall feature representation. In contrast to previous work, [20] does not use a distance measure or bound open space risk with an 'other' class in the classification space. Instead, the reconstruction error from a class-conditioned autoencoder-classifier is used to distinguish between known and unknown inputs. While this work currently has state-of-theart performance for open set image classification, it does not explicitly minimise open space risk. In addition, other works have observed that reconstruction error alone may not be suitable as a measure of class novelty [21, 22] , as some inputs from unknown classes can be reconstructed with low error, and combination with a distance-based measure can improve performance [22] .
Existing distance-based open set classifiers [1] [2] [3] apply distance-based measures to the logit space of networks trained with a cross-entropy loss. However, cross-entropy loss does not utilise a distance-based measure during training, and thus does not explicitly force training inputs to form tight, class-specific clusters in the logit space. Our work addresses this limitation by introducing an entirely distance-based loss function that encourages training inputs to cluster in the logit space.
In the field of metric learning, approaches exist that use distance-based measures for learning meaningful feature embeddings. Deep metric learning was recently applied to the open set classification task by [23] , however only for fine-grained image classification, where classes are very similar. Metric learning approaches compute distances between individual instances of the training data, and the sampling technique used to achieve this can have a significant effect on the convergence speed and stability of the training minimum [24] . Additionally, this sampling typically makes metric learning computationally intractable on large-scale datasets, such as CIFAR10, CIFAR100 or ImageNet [25] . While recent work has adapted metric learning approaches for large-scale datasets, the classification accuracy is not comparable to training with cross-entropy loss [25] , as is required for open set classification.
Center Loss [26] was proposed as a distance-based loss to encourage clustering in a feature space for improved performance on face recognition tasks.
The approach learns class centres and penalises the squared Euclidean distance from an input to its correct class centre [26] . While this approach shares similar aims to our proposed loss, it must be used with cross-entropy loss for effective training [26] , whereas our proposed loss is standalone. In addition, Center Loss is not formulated to be applied to the network's final layer for clustering in the logit space. We attempted to adapt Center Loss to encourage clustering in the logit space, but found that learning the class centres and feature extractor simultaneously was too unstable (see supplementary details for more detailed information).
Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) for Open Set Classification
Our proposed method aims to produce an open set classifier trained for distancebased distinction of inputs by introducing a Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) loss. CAC can be applied to existing classification networks, with only slight modifications to architecture and training procedure. We will now detail our open set classifier architecture, training procedure and testing procedure.
Distance-based classifier architecture
Our proposed open set classifier has three main components:
1.
A network, f , that reduces an input x to a vector of class logits z 2. A non-trainable parameter, C, representing a set of class anchor points 3. A new layer, e, that outputs a vector of euclidean distances d between a given logit vector z and the set of class anchors C
The first component of the network can be any existing classifier with an N-dimension logit space, where N is the number of known classes. The formulation of the class anchor points will be detailed in the following section. The transformation of an input to a distance-based output from our network is as shown below, where · 2 denotes the Euclidean norm.
Training with a Distance-based Loss Function
During training, we wish to learn a logit space embedding where training inputs form tight, class-specific clusters. This should provide desirable behaviour for the two different uses of our open set classifier: distance-based separation of known and unknown inputs and distance-based classification of known inputs. We introduce the concept of non-trainable class anchor points as a method of anchoring cluster centres for each class in the logit space. This is in contrast to other clustering losses, such as Center loss [26] , which are required to learn a centre point for each class during training. For each known class i, our network has a class anchor C i in the logit space. Given an N-dimensional logit space for N known classes, we place the anchor for each known class at a point along its class coordinate axis. This is equivalent to a scaled standard basis vector, or scaled one-hot vector, for each class. The magnitude of the anchored point, α, is a hyperparameter of our method (explored in section 5.3). We summarise this below.
Given an input x and its ground truth class y, we penalise the euclidean distance d y between the training logit z and the ground truth class anchor C y . We use this Anchor loss term L A to enforce tight clustering around the class anchors in the logit space.
Alone, this Anchor loss term does not explicitly force training inputs to maximise distance from other anchored class centres. This behaviour is important for achieving high classification accuracy, thus we require another loss term to further encourage discriminative learning. For this purpose, we use a modified Tuplet loss term L T [27] , defined below. Tuplet loss attempts to maximise the margin of distance to the correct class anchor and all incorrect class anchors.
We combine the Anchor and Tuplet loss terms to form our final distancebased loss, which we refer to as the Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) loss. A final hyperparameter of our method is λ, which is used to balance these two individual loss terms (explored in section 5.3). By combining the Anchor and Tuplet loss terms, our loss encourages training inputs to minimise distance to their groundtruth class anchor, while maximising distance to other class anchors.
Using Distance-based Measures during Testing
After training is completed, we reconfigure the class anchors C with the mean of the correctly classified training data logits. This allows us to more accurately model the class cluster centres for complex datasets, where visual and semantic similarities between classes can cause clustering to diverge from the original class anchors. With the updated class anchors, a test inputx is passed through our network f and distance layer e to produce the distance vectord = e(f (x)). We pass this distance vectord through a SoftMin function S , which yields a distribution of known class confidences c, where smaller distances are assigned higher confidences.
While the SoftMin confidences provide meaningful information about the confidence of an input belonging to any given known class, it does not consider the possibility that an input belongs to an unknown class. The SoftMin function only considers the difference between the distances, rather than the absolute value of each distance. For example, a distance vector of [1, 4, 5] and a distance vector of [101, 104, 105] both yield the same SoftMin confidences of [0.94, 0.04, 0.02]. To overcome this, we multiply the class confidences c with the original distance output d to produce class 'rejection' scores s, as shown below (• denotes the element-wise product).
We use these class rejection scores s to identify unknown inputs and classify known inputs. If the minimum class rejection score, s min , for an input is below a defined rejection threshold, θ, it is classified as that known class. Otherwise, the input has high rejection scores for all known classes and is rejected as an unknown class. By using a distance-based rejection score, an input's likelihood of rejection as 'unknown' increases as the input moves away from the training data. In this way, we minimise the open space risk [4] of our classifier.
This testing protocol is summarised as an algorithm in the supplementary material.
Experimental Setup
We follow the evaluation protocol defined in [18] . To evaluate open set classification performance, a number of standard closed set datasets are adapted to an open set task. This is achieved by randomly splitting the existing dataset classes into 'known' or 'unknown' classes, where only the known classes can be used during training and all classes are present during testing. Depending on the proportion of known and unknown classes, [4] defined the openness of the classification task as
where N train is the number of classes during training, N target is the number of classes requiring classification during testing and N test is the total number of classes during testing (known and unknown). In general, a higher openness indicates a more difficult problem setup, but other factors such as the input image size or the number of available training images per class influence the difficulty as well. For each dataset, we evaluate performance over 5 trials with random class splits.
Datasets:
We evaluate on 6 different datasets as in [18] . We summarise the datasets in Table 1 and give a short description below.
-MNIST [28] image size of 64 × 64, the high openness score of 57.35%, and the inclusion of visually and semantically very similar classes, it represents a very challenging dataset. As we will show, our approach achieves a new state-of-the-art result on TinyImageNet.
Metrics: As established by [18] , we use two different metrics to assess the performance of an open set classifier. 
Implementation Details
For fair comparison, we use the same network architecture as specified by the evaluation protocol in [18] . During training, we use a Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) optimiser with a learning rate of 0.01 and train until convergence. For the more complex datasets (CIFAR10 and TinyImageNet), we then complete another training cycle with a lower learning rate of 0.001. More specific details about the training procedure and network architecture can be found in the supplementary material. For all datasets, we use an Anchor loss weight λ of 0.1 and a logit anchor magnitude α of 10.
Results and Discussion

Comparison with State-of-the-Art Open Set Classifiers
The performance of our open set classifier trained with CAC compared to the state-of-the-art methods is shown in Table 2 . For TinyImageNet and SVHN, we outperform all state-of-the-art open set classifiers, increasing AUROC by 2.4% and 1.9% compared to the next best method. TinyImageNet represents the most difficult dataset for open set classification in this benchmark. It has limited training data (500 images per class), the largest input dimensionality (3x64x64) and a high openness score (O = 57.35%). In addition to this, it has object classes that are very visually and semantically similar, e.g. five different breeds of dogs. As a result, our best performance on this dataset indicates the scalability of our approach to more complex open set classification settings.
Comparison to other distance-based approaches: Compared to other open set classifiers using distance-based approaches (indicated by an asterisk * in Table 2), we achieve the best performance on TinyImageNet, CIFAR10, CIFAR+10, and CIFAR+50. By training with a distance-based loss, we improve the use of distance-based measures for open set classification by 18.3% on TinyImageNet, 12.8% on CIFAR10, and 3.6% and 4.5% on CIFAR+10/+50. This demonstrates the importance of training with a distance-based loss such as CAC when using distance-based measures to distinguish between known and unknown inputs.
Comparison to non-distance-based approaches: Compared to non-distancebased open set classifiers, we achieve the best performance on TinyImageNet and SVHN, and come second to the class-conditioned auto-encoder (C2AE) approach [20] on CIFAR10 and CIFAR+10/+50. We also do not achieve best performance on MNIST, however performance for this simple toy dataset appears to be saturated, with even the naive baseline already obtaining a performance of 97.8%. The lower performance on the CIFAR10 variations highlights a potential limitation of our approach on datasets with low numbers of known classes. The ability of a network to separate known and unknown inputs in the logit space depends on the quality of the feature representation it learns. When presented with a small number of known classes, such as only 4 for CIFAR+10/+50, the network may not be able to learn a rich enough feature representation to ensure that known and unknown inputs do not project to the same region in the logit space. Despite this, our approach has other advantages over the C2AE approach. C2AE uses the reconstruction error from a class-conditioned auto-encoder to distinguish between known and unknown inputs. Reconstruction error does not explicitly measure distance from the training data, and thus cannot guarantee that inputs far from the training data will be identified as unknown. In another work, [22] showed that autoencoders are able to reconstruct unknown inputs with low error. [21] also highlighted that reconstruction error can fail to distinguish known and unknown inputs, particularly for more complex datasets.
CAC Maintains Closed Set Classification Accuracy
While the previous section discussed the performance of CAC at distinguishing between known and unknown inputs, we now show that a network trained with the proposed CAC loss maintains closed set performance compared to training with cross entropy loss. This is an important result, as it shows that there is not necessarily a trade-off between open set and closed set performance.
To obtain the results shown in Table 3 , we trained the same network architecture with cross-entropy loss and with CAC loss. The open set datasets described in Section 4 were used for training. Testing was only performed on the known classes. For the closed set cross-entropy classifier, inputs were classified as the class with the maximum SoftMax confidence. For our open set CAC classifier, inputs were classified as the class with the minimum class rejection score. For all datasets, our CAC-trained network slightly improved upon the classification accuracy of the closed set cross-entropy network.
Analysis of Hyperparameters and Components of CAC Loss
In this section, we explore the sensitivity of CAC to the value of the two hyperparameters: the Anchor loss term weight α and the class anchor magnitude λ. As shown in Figure 2 , a wide range of CAC hyperparameter values achieve very similar results. With an Anchor loss weight 0.05 ≤ λ ≤ 0.8 and an anchor magnitude 5 ≤ α ≤ 20, both the classification accuracy and open set AUROC vary by 4% or less. Note that the results in Figure 2 were produced from training one network per hyperparameter configuration on TinyImageNet, and that the general trend should be considered rather than the absolute values.
We also explore how the two components of CAC loss, Anchor loss L A and Tuplet loss L T terms, affect the performance of an open set classifier. As shown in Figure 3 , the Anchor loss term alone is able to achieve equivalent closed set classification accuracy to our final CAC loss. However, for open set performance, neither the Anchor loss term nor the Tuplet loss term in isolation achieve the same performance as the CAC loss. This validates that both loss terms are important for distance-based open set classification.
Understandable Errors with Our CAC Open Set Classifier
For many practical applications, graceful performance degradation is important. In the case of open set classification, this would mean that when the system misclassifies an unknown as a known class, it should be somewhat comprehensible. Ideally, the system would confuse unknown classes only with semantically close known classes.
In Figure 4 , we analyse the open set errors of made by a network trained with CAC for CIFAR10. As can be seen in the figure, the network's mistakes are understandable. Whenever an unknown class is mistaken as a known class, it is most likely to be misclassified as a known classes that is visually or semantically similar. For example, of all images of the unknown 'car' class that were mistaken as a known input, 83% were classified as known class 'truck'. Unknown animal classes are predominantly confused with known animal classes, rather than nonanimal classes, and vice-versa. This is a desirable property for many applications such as autonomous systems or robotics. In Figure 5 , we present some additional qualitative examples of success and failure cases on TinyImageNet.
Conclusions
The applications of deep neural network models under open set conditions remains an important and difficult challenge for computer vision. Our paper provided empirical evidence that using a distance-based loss function during training is beneficial for distance-based open set classifiers. Many existing distance-based open set classifiers train only with cross-entropy, but then hope to exploit clustering and separation behaviour in the logit space during open set testing, applying distance-based known/unknown recognition methods in a post-hoc manner. We specifically highlight the importance of training with a distance-based loss instead. To this end, we introduced the Class Anchor Clustering (CAC) loss. CAC explicitly drives the network to learn a mapping from input to logit space that results in tight, well-separated, class-specific clusters. This property in return enables using a distance-based decision function to distinguish known and unknown inputs, without sacrificing closed set classification performance. We demonstrated that a CAC-trained network achieves a new state-of-the-art performance on the most complex dataset in the benchmark, TinyImageNet. Fig. 4 : If an unknown image was falsely recognised as known, which known class was it classified as? A network trained with CAC tends to make interpretable mistakes. For example, of all car images that were falsely recognised as known, 83% were classified as truck. The confusion matrix shows high correlation between semantically similar classes. Data was generated from 5 trials with random splits of known/unknown classes for CIFAR10. 
A Appendices
A.1 Experiments with Center loss
To implement Center loss [26] , we used the public pytorch implementation available at: https://github.com/KaiyangZhou/pytorch-center-loss We followed the instructions for applying Center loss to our own project. Contrary to the original paper [26] , we applied Center loss to the final logit layer, the same layer that cross-entropy acts upon; in contrast, the original paper applies Center loss to the penultimate layer.
Center loss has two hyperparameters, the learning rate for the centres, α, and the weighting of Center loss with cross-entropy loss, λ. We tested with the recommended learning rate of α = 0.5 and tried a range of weighting values of λ = [0.00001, 0.0005, 0.003, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1]. Even when training on the simple dataset MNIST, within the first epoch the training destabilises and produces a 'NaN' loss. We theorise that applying both cross-entropy and Center loss to the final layer, while learning from scratch, is too unstable for training. In contrast, our distance-base loss has been designed to be applied to the final layer of the network.
A.2 CAC open set classifier testing protocol
We summarise the testing protocol for a CAC-trained open set classifier in Algorithm 1.
When forming the variable Z correct class , a training image is considered correctly classified if the maximum logit in the logit vector corresponds to the ground truth class.
A.3 TinyImageNet Examples
TinyImageNet is the most difficult dataset in the open set classification benchmark used in this paper. Images can contain significant background information that is unrelated to the object class and there can be huge visual feature variations within a single class (see Figure 6 ). This can make learning difficult and can cause classes which typically would not be considered related to present similar features, e.g. both class 'Umbrella' and 'Nail' can feature humans in the images. In addition to this, there are a number of classes that are visually and semantically related, such as the six different breeds of dogs shown in Figure 7 . This can be particularly difficult in open set classification when some dog breeds are known classes and other dog breeds are unknown classes.
A.4 Training and network architecture details
The learning rate, number of training epochs and network dropout rate for each dataset is shown in Table 4 . For CIFAR* (CIFAR10, CIFAR+10 and CIFAR+50) and TinyImageNet, we first trained with learning rate 0.01 for 150/500 epochs and then continued training with a lower learning rate of 0.001 for 50/300 epochs respectively. The base network architecture f was consistent with the architecture established by [18] . It is detailed in the code submitted, which will also be made public. 
